
Presentation Practice Evaluation - REVOLUTION 

 

Place a checkmark next to each element if  

____ There is a title slide that includes ____ presenter’s name and _____ a creative title? 

____ There is a photo on every slide except the Works Cited (if not, which slides need pictures? ___________)  

____ It progresses from intro →background → revolution → was it worth it 

____ The font is large enough (there’s not empty space) (if not, which slides need larger font? ___________)  

____ There are no typos (if there are, where are they? ______________)  

____ There is a Works Cited at the end ____ There are more than 6 Slides total  ____ There are 12 or fewer Slides  

If you do not have a checkmark, you will need to revise to correct this!  

Practice the Presentation! 

As the presenter speaks, assess the following aspect (just put a check mark if they do it; if they don’t, leave it blank).

Intro 

____ This attention getter is interesting! I want to keep 

listening. 

____ Claim is clear (explicitly say if it is or is not worth it)  

Background 

____  Year/time period clearly stated 

____ Existing government addressed 

____ Problems/discontent explained  

____ Verbal citation #1 used ____ plus ethos tag 

____ Verbal citation #2 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

____ I feel like I understand why there was a revolution  

The Revolution  

____ Inciting incident/start of revolution clearly stated  

____ I can easily follow how this revolution 

progressed/developed  

____ Key figures are introduced  

____ Aftermath of revolution included  

____ Verbal citation #3 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

____ Verbal citation #4 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

Was it worth it? 

____ Negatives/downside of revolution discussed  

____ Positives/benefits of revolution discussed  

____ Speaker explains why revolution was or was not worth it 

clearly 

____ Verbal citation #5 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

____ Verbal citation #6 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

 

 

Speaking 

Eye Contact  

Make a mark every time they look down 

_____________________________________ 

Where do they mostly look during presentation? Circle one: 

At me     At the floor         At their Slides 

Do they read off the Slides? Mark every time they do 

__________ 

Do they read off their notecards? Mark every time they do 

__________ 

Volume 

Can you clearly hear them? Circle one:                        Y   N 

Inflection (the opposite of monotone) 

Does this person sound like a robot? Circle one:       Y   N 

Is it interesting to listen to them? Circle one:             Y   N 

Confidence 

Does this person seem to know what they’re talking about? Y    

N 

Do they seem prepared and know what to say next?  Y  N 

Does this person say “um”, “like”, or “uh” a lot?       Y   N 

Do they fidget or move awkwardly?  Y   N 

Time  

According to your stopwatch, how long was their 

presentation?  

_____ minutes _____ seconds 

Ultimately, how well do you feel like you understand this revolution? (be honest! help them improve while they still can) 

I have no idea  I can tell you one fact     I kinda of understand  It makes sense         I could win on Jeopardy  

 



Presentation Practice Evaluation - INVENTION 

Place a checkmark next to each element if  

____ There is a title slide that includes ____ presenter’s name and _____ a creative title? 

____ There is a photo on every slide except the Works Cited (if not, which slides need pictures? ___________)  

____ It progresses from intro →background → invention → was it worth it 

____ The font is large enough (there’s not empty space) (if not, which slides need larger font? ___________)  

____ There are no typos (if there are, where are they? ______________)  

____ There is a Works Cited at the end    ____ There are more than 6 Slides total  ____ There are 12 or fewer Slides  

If you do not have a checkmark, you will need to revise to correct this!  

Practice the Presentation! 

As the presenter speaks, assess the following aspect (just put a check mark if they do it; if they don’t, leave it blank).

Intro 

____ This attention getter is interesting! I want to keep 

listening. 

____ Claim is clear (explicitly say if it is or is not worth it)  

Background 

____  Year/time period clearly stated 

____ Life before invention addressed 

____ Void that invention would fill described 

____ Verbal citation #1 used ____ plus ethos tag 

____ Verbal citation #2 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

____ I feel like I understand what life was like before invention 

The Revolution  

____ Inventor named & year stated 

____ Clearly states what invention is & how it works 

____ Describes how invention was used by people 

____ Describes how invention changed the world/society  

____ Verbal citation #3 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

____ Verbal citation #4 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

Was it worth it? 

____ Negatives/downside of invention discussed  

____ Positives/benefits of invention discussed  

____ Speaker explains why invention was or was not worth it 

clearly 

____ Verbal citation #5 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

____ Verbal citation #6 used ____ plus ethos tag (if needed) 

 

 

Speaking 

Eye Contact  

Make a mark every time they look down 

_____________________________________ 

Where do they mostly look during the presentation? Circle one: 

At me     At the floor         At their Slides 

Do they read off the Slides? Mark every time they do 

__________ 

Do they read off their notecards? Mark every time they do 

______ 

Volume 

Can you clearly hear them? Circle one:                        Y   N 

Inflection (the opposite of monotone) 

Does this person sound like a robot? Circle one:       Y   N 

Is it interesting to listen to them? Circle one:             Y   N 

Confidence 

Does this person seem to know what they’re talking about? Y    

N 

Do they seem prepared and know what to say next?  Y  N 

Does this person say “um”, “like”, or “uh” a lot?       Y   N 

Do they fidget or move awkwardly?               Y   N 

Time  

According to your stopwatch, how long was their presentation?  

_____ minutes _____ seconds 

 

Ultimately, how well do you feel like you understand this revolution? (be honest! help them improve while they still can) 

I have no idea  I can tell you one fact     I kinda of understand  It makes sense         I could win on Jeopardy  

Any questions you have about the revolution after this presentation?  


